A TI M E LE S S E M OTI O N

“My father pr ays that you will have the kindness to come
by and visit us (...) and please car r y the lit tle bird in your pocket,
as he dear ly wishes to show it to cer tain ladies.”
John Arnold, 1791
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PH I LOSO PH Y O F U N I Q U E M A S T ER PI EC E S

“I decided it was time to fill the long a bsence of the most demanding domain in the w
 atchmaking
world by r ecreating the unique Grand C
 omplication Singing Bird Movement.
My philosophy is to provide our most d
 emanding clientele exclusive bespoke Masterpieces to instil
an u nforgettable emotion in Collectors. Rare pieces of art of extreme beauty
and technical perfection created in unique pieces.”

Stéphane Velan,
Chairman and CEO
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T H E ROC H AT B ROT H ER S’ SO U L

Faithful to the spirit of their predecessors, the Frères Rochat watchmakers, both craf tsmen and restorers have risen
to the impressive challenge of reinventing a Grand Complication Movement in tune with its time and in step with
modern day savoir-faire and the histor y of the Rochat brothers.
The original philosophy is perpetuated with passion and emotion. Established in the Vallée de Joux, the seat of Swiss
watchmaking genius, our company designs and manufactures Singing Bird automata of exceptional quality, faithfully
inspired by the Rochat brothers’ 19th Centur y traditions and movement architecture.
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C R A F T S M EN O F EM OT I O N S

PREFACE

When approaching Le Brassus through the Col du Marchairuz, one
cannot miss, on the right, a large house overlooking the village.
Known as “Chez Pierroton”, it is the most historical house in “Verschez-Meylan” and was built nearly three centuries ago by Isaac
Rochat. Today, the venerable barn door no longer exists, however,
on the third floor, six windows allow the sun to shine into the
old watchmaker’s workshop, where watches, musical boxes and
automata were once manufactured.
This is where the Rochat brothers, more than two hundred years
ago, excelled in an arduous ar t, their remarkable talent leading to
the creation of the famous Singing Bird automata adorned with
natural feathers.
The Rochat family’s coat of arms insignia, “de sable à la roue d’or”, is well
known. The wheel “la roue” prompts the memory of the waterwheel
used by their ingenious and industrious ancestors, who exploited the
power of the streams and rivers of the French Jura and of the Vallée
de Joux. The wheel also symbolises the essential component of all
horological movement.

Were the Rochat brothers inspired by an evolution in the art of
watchmaking, avant-garde ecology, or perhaps by a desire to capture
the serene melody of avian song? Whatever the answer may be, the
manufacture of Singing Birds in La Vallée and later in Geneva is the
work of artist-craftsmen who, with skill, ingenuity and patience, turned
a dream into reality by creating an automaton that sings like a virtuoso
as it performs graceful acrobatics.
The Rochat brothers were initially purveyors of the Genevan
luxury watchmaking industry until they became highly sought-after
manufacturers in their own right, who continued to amaze lovers of
exquisite miniature mechanisms encased in gold, pearls and enamel.
Admired in museums, found in auction sales and jealously protected
by a few lucky Collectors, the Rochat brothers’ precious watches,
snuffboxes and Singing Bird automata celebrate the art of watchmaking
in its most elaborate form. Today, under the well-chosen motto of
“Craftsmen of Emotions”, the Rochat brothers’ art is revived, faithfully
to its origins and in the spirit of the master watchmakers of Le Brassus.
Daniel Aubert, Historian
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T I M EL E SS

1711
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ROCHAT BROTHERS

A GENIUS PATRIARCHY AND BROTHERHOOD

Famed Watchmakers

David Rochat, Master Watchmaker (1746 – 1812) and his
three sons:

Abstract of Rochat brothers genealogical table
Based on the original document realised by Loïc Rochat, Historian

François
Fréderich
Samuel

Rochat (1771 – 1836)
Rochat (1774 – 1848)
Rochat (1777 – 1854)

The Rochat brothers saga commences in the 18th Century, in the
rural, charming Vallée de Joux. On August 16th of 1766, David Rochat,
aged 20 received the title of Master Watchmaker. This young genius
developed a passion for designing and manufacturing movements for
Singing Bird automata, a new discipline in the field of watchmaking,
requiring infinite patience as well as the absolute mastery of the most
complicated expertise. He launched the David Rochat & Fils company
with his three sons, François, Fréderich and Samuel. By June 1802,
they are working in close collaboration with Jacquet-Droz & Leschot,
the famous watchmaking house, delivering complete Singing Bird
movements to them.
The Rochat brothers set themselves apart from their contemporaries
by the sophistication of their birds’ movements and the careful
assembly of the cams, thanks to which sudden melody interruptions
are no longer an issue.

The Rochat brothers were the only ones left with the expertise
and the skills required to design, manufacture and retail Singing Bird
automata. The sky was their limit.
Famous around the world for the quality and architecture of their
movements, the Rochat brothers learned rapidly, developing
unprecedented expertise. Masterful technicians and manipulators of
noble materials, the three brothers reach the pinnacle of aesthetic
quality of the casing: their ornamentation are sublime.
The Rochat brothers’ jewels soon belonged to the market of
inaccessible luxury. Their buyers knowing no limit to their demands.
The Rochat brothers’ handiwork is unique. Everybody is fascinated by
the musical prowess and the perfect choreography of their Singing
Birds, lavishing praise on them which resonates worldwide.

The brothers succeed in the amazing feat of enaballing their birds to
chirp celebrated musical scores. Containing a unique set of Grand
Complications, the architecture of their jewels is likened to that of a
great artist’s canvas. By 1810, all the most important competitors in
the business had retired from the market.
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T I M EL E SS

DREAM AND PRESTIGE

Through the revival of the famous Singing Bird automaton exhibited
for the first time in 2013, the prestigious Swiss manufacturer Frères
Rochat has commemorated two-hundred years of one of the most
outstanding legends in the history of watchmaking worldwide.
Their Masterpieces are an ode to beauty and technique, developed
during the 19th Century, representing such unique exper tise which
can only elicit pure admiration. These items, without a doubt are
amongst the most complex ever made globally. They are emblems
of highly sophisticated Swiss engineering.
Frères Rochat perpetuates the legacy of a bygone era, of a time
when watchmaking, the meeting point of science and craftsmanship,
was above all else a passion which sought to achieve timelessness
and excellence.

These priceless works of ar t, pride of the Rochat brothers,
join the ranks of the most extraordinary jewels in watchmaking
craftsmanship, boasting a very limited circle of Collectors.
Ultimate luxuries, the Frères Rochat Singing Birds represent
excellence and rareness of a kind which still today are only generally
accessible through auctions, but which are seldomly put up for sale.
Frères Rochat is the fusion of sublime ornamentations and toplevel complications.
The prestigious hallmark found on each Frères Rochat piece is the
guarantee of unequalled savoir-faire, of quality and authenticity of
movements and of a luxury good, designed and assembled behind
closed doors in our Le Brassus workshops.

A rebir th stamped with the seal of outstanding success: the Singing
Bird automata are unique evidence of watchmaking craftsmanship
in the 19th Century.
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T I M EL E SS

1813, A LEGENDARY BRAND IS BORN

Riding the wave of their success, the Rochat brothers reached another
important milestone shortly after the death of their father, their
unquestioned teacher. In 1813, they open a shop at Rue de Coutance
in Geneva, marking the beginning of a supremacy which would last
until the mid 19th Century.
Almost five hundred of their Masterpieces were exported across the
world. Pieces which were designed and assembled in Le Brassus were
dispatched to London, by then the centre of the watchmaking trade
worldwide. From the British metropolis, these incredibly complex
Masterpieces were sent across oceans and continents, marked with
the famous Frères Rochat hallmark, a guarantee of authenticity,
precision and quality. They went as far as the Sea of China, at a time
when it took six months to reach Canton.

1813, THE ROCHAT BROTHERS COME TO GENEVA

A solicitor’s document dated July 24th, 1813 and signed by the three
famous Rochat brothers.
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PRESTIGIOUS PATRONS

The beauty and ingenuity of their craftmanship was constantly
improving. Always seeking innovation, the three geniuses from Le
Brassus pushed their decorative work and their miniature mechanisms
to the limits, tirelessly perfecting the choreography of their Singing
Birds. The bird’s head turns, the wings twirl around, the beak and the
tail move in perfect synchronicity with the melody and the sound is
beautiful. Everyone is amazed by such perfection. Displayed in Paris,
in the Royal Palace galleries and at the "Expositions Universelles", the
Rochat brothers’ craftsmanship demonstrate the art of watchmaking
in its most accomplished form. Their handwork is treated with the
utmost care, jealously preserved in watch museums and owned by a
very limited circle of Collectors.
Their famous snuffboxes and other rare treasures designed and
produced in Geneva are among the Rochat brothers’ most soughtafter articles. One of the most extraordinary pieces of work is a Singing
Bird that came out from their workshops in 1815. Covered in gold and
enamel and encrusted with diamonds, it is equipped with a striking
mechanism, called “petite sonnerie” (small alarm): on the hour, or
whenever its owner prefers, the bird displays its musical dexterity.
The fascination was international, the clientele prestigious and
cosmopolitan, coming from Europe, Asia and the Far East, who all
headed to Geneva, to admire this new concept of watchmaking
Masterpieces. The Empress Josephine, as well as Maria Waleska, one
of Napoleon’s most famous mistresses, are some of the great historic
characters belonging to the brothers’ clientele, as were the Sultanate
of Constantinople and the aristocracy of Imperial China. At the turning
point of a new era, François, Fréderich and Samuel were writing the
most exciting pages of their history. At that time, the watchmaking
business went from producing artisan single pieces to greater quantities;
whereby the first large watch factories were constructed.

“HÉLÈNE ET PÂRIS”

Snuffbox with Singing Bird, gold case on guilloché pattern with a paint on
enamel lid. Frères Rochat no. 56 (1815).

“LA LEÇON DE CHANT”

Snuffbox with two birds and 18ct gold case encrusted with pearls and
diamonds. Frères Rochat, no. 120 (1818).
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EXCEPTIONAL CREATIONS
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E XC EP T I O N A L C R E AT I O N S

THE ROCHAT BROTHERS’ GOLDEN AGE

SINGING BIRD PISTOL

The first half of the 19th Century marks the apex of the three brothers’
lives. It is a Golden Age, a time of limitless creativity and of constant
search for novelty. It was at this time that the three prodigies from
Le Brassus come up with their most famous creations. In 1820, they
design the “Singing Bird Pistol” and the “Singing Bird Mirror”, two
spectacular Masterpieces, celebrated for the sophistication of their
mechanisms and the incredibly miniaturisation of the movements
and their components. The Rochat brothers, by then aged 49, 46
and 43, are considered three of the most accomplished master
watchmakers of their time.

The “Singing Bird Pistol” is considered one of the most complicated
horological craft ever created. For purists, lovers of “Haute Horlogerie”
and of craftsmanship, this chef-d’oeuvre of the 19th Century is
considered among the most beautiful Collectors items. Designed
around the same time as Breguet finished his tourbillon, it is one of
the Rochat brothers’ magnum opuses.

Though they are famous for the beauty of their ornaments and the
splendour of their movements, the Rochat brothers have also been
perceived as visionaries: outstanding inventors, driven by a
perpetual quest for innovation and obviously gifted with business
acumen. At a time when capitalism was taking off, they had the
stuff of true entrepreneurs. Beyond their artistic dimension, they
are considered pioneers of a new economy where, for the first
time ever, the strategy of a business was conceived from beginning
to end: from design and development, all the way through to the
product distribution and sale.

TRUE LUXURY – SHINING STARS
OF THE PARISIAN FIRMAMENT

In the 19th Century, Paris was a bustling city, undergoing massive
transformations; its great avenues were being redesigned by Baron
Haussmann. This new urban way of life begets lavish new buildings in
the Second Empire fashion; in these buildings’ “living-room gardens”,
one might have spotted a Rochat brothers Masterpiece. Marked by
the charm, realism and refinement of these Swiss-made works of art,
Balzac evokes these Singing Bird automata poetically as mirrors and
expressions of the spectacular transformations of an era.
Representatives of the art of watchmaking in its most accomplished
form, the Rochat brothers’ Masterpieces now belong to the memorial
heritage of watchmaking worldwide. Though today they are the
privileged property of an extremely limited group of Collectors, these
works of art continue to astound and attract many, beating records
in the most prestigious auctions. Rare testimonies of a bygone era of
watchmaking, the Rochat brothers’ jewels have travelled the world.

SINGING BIRD PISTOL

Double-barreled pistol with Singing Bird, gold, pearls and enamel. Created
for a wealthy Chinese buyer. Frères Rochat (1820).
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E XC EP T I O N A L C R E AT I O N S

“This is the crowning grace of modern luxury. To own the thing which is not
vulgarised by the two thousand wealthy citizens whose notion of luxury is
the lavish display of the splendours that stores can supply is the stamp of
true luxury – the luxury of the fine gentlemen of the day, the shining stars
of the Parisian firmament.”
Balzac, Paris, 1847

SINGING BIRD JEWEL BOX

The Empress Josephine Singing Bird box by Les Frères Rochat no. 116.
Made circa 1810.
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E XC EP T I O N A L C R E AT I O N S

THE CONTINUAL QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE
AND INNOVATION

FAMED AMBASSADORS OF THE WATCHMAKING ARISTOCRACY

THE ROCHAT BROTHERS AND THE
EXCELLENCE OF GENEVA WATCHMAKING

From Antiquity to the Renaissance, from the Ottoman Empire
to Rome and all the way back to Alexandria, mankind has always
tried to portray humans and animals by creating lifelike mechanical
automata, the result on occasions have been rather impressive.
The first Singing Bird automata appear towards the end of the 18th
Century. The forerunners in this field are undoubtedly Jacquet-Droz
& Leschot. Building on this foundation, the Rochat brothers’ work
stands out, marked by their quest for perfection and innovation.
Perfectly imitating the sound and the movements of a bird, these
works of art still fascinate those who acquire them.

At least two generations contributed to the creation of these
horological jewels: David, the patriarch and his progenies, François,
Fréderich and Samuel. Famous for their genius as watchmakers, they
are authors of wondrous pieces, astounding in their complexity.
Marcel Piguet says of these:

The Rochat brothers’ Golden Age takes place in the first half of the
19th Century, a time in which Genevan watchmaking reaches the
zenith of its excellence, with the development of highly complicated
timepieces. Possessing such expertise earns Geneva the coveted
status of the world capital of watchmaking. Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
descended from a family of watchmakers, sums up this worldwide
reputation up in one sentence:

The Singing Birds first recorded appearance was during in the later
part of the enlightenment. In its surge of discoveries and inventions,
these Masterpieces become emblematic of a form of aesthetic
and mechanical excellence. The Singing Birds twitter their musical
scores, perfectly imitating the nightingale or the finch’s songs in all
their nuances. The Rochat brothers’ artwork is demonstrated by the
power of the melodies and the calculated precision of the movement
choreography. The bird spins, its head moves, its wings and tail
flutter; it opens its beak in perfect symbiosis with the melody, then
disappears as subtly as it had appeared out of its magnificent case.
The epitome of grace and charm.
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E XC EP T I O N A L C R E AT I O N S

“The mechanism found in some of these magic pistols, made of several
superposed plates suppor ting various barrels with chains, as well as a rather
large number of strange bits of iron, is so complicated that understanding it
requires all the talent and patience of our best watchmakers.”
Marcel Piguet, Geneva, 1895

SINGING BIRD BOX WITH MUSIC & REPEATING WATCH

18ct gold, enamel, pearl and turquoise-set Singing Bird case with
independent musical movement and centre-seconds, quarter-repeating
watch. Produced for the Chinese market circa 1820.

These Masterpieces are lavishly enclosed in golden, enamelled and
diamond-set cases. The Rochat brothers stand out also through
their ability to adapt and place their products on the market
under various formats. The mark of an ability recognised as the
“watchmaking aristocracy”, these Singing Bird automata awe and
empassion their viewers by the gracefulness of their choreographies
and the melodious and strength of their songs. At first, these Singing
Birds find their nests in snuffboxes. Later, the Rochat brothers
design them to originate from some of the most unexpected places:
gold pistols, golden cages, magic mirrors.

“Walk through the St. Gervais district and you’ll find all of Europe’s
horologery.”
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Geneva, 1758

This was a prosperous time, marked by the watchmaking corporations’
power and the goldsmiths and jewellers’ fame. Their boutiques set
up on the Rive Droite of the River Rhône, these dream-makers and
emotion-provokers are considered great artists. During this time,
new expertise was emerging: engravers and enamellers become
contributors to the creation process of these horological jewels,
coveted by the richest international clientele. The story and fame
of the Rochat brothers perfectly match this time period and their
renowned craftsmen were experts in their field. Two centuries
of history and skill, faithfully and passionately passed down to the
present day, can be seen in our contemporary pieces.
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T H E A RT O F WATC H M A K I N G
I N I T S M OS T ACCO M PL I S H ED F O R M

Heirs to some of the most prestigious knowledge in the world of watchmaking, Frères Rochat
has revived an age-old tradition and achieved what seemed impossible: the recreation
of these horological movements of extreme complexity
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G R AN D COM PLIC ATION
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G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N

GRAND COMPLICATION SINGING BIRD MOVEMENT FR2903

The lid opens and the Singing Bird emerges from its nest, star ting
its per formance the moment the mechanism is activated.
Moving and singing ,as it were, a real bird, our Singing Bird twirls
gracefully. The beak and tail move in per fect synchronicity with
the melody of the song, the bird spins majestically, f luttering its
wings and turning its head.
The automaton is even more impressive when you obser ve the
bird movements in slow motion.
The Frères Rochat Singing Bird is as spectacular to obser ve as
it is to listen to its harmonious melody.
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G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N

FRÈRES ROCHAT MASTERPIECES

The 21st Century’s most precious and exclusive object of
horological art
The Singing Bird Masterpiece must be considered one of the
most amazing mechanical wonders among the most precious
objects for any Collector of f ine works of ar t.
Bringing our Singing Bird Grand Complication to life has
required ex treme patience and savoir-faire of our greatest
master watchmakers.
Entirely devised and manufactured in Switzerland, our
proprietar y Grand Complication Singing Bird mechanism FR 2903
- which has 20 complications, 1227 components all f inished by
hand to the highest requirements of f ine watchmaking, 14 cams,
12 semitones and exceptional decoration - is a work of genius.
Obser ving the fascinating complex movement, which
orchestrates the melody by means of 1227 components, is quite
simply magical. An outstanding work of miniaturisation.
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MOVEMENT FR2903 SCALE 1:1

Miniaturised movement (dimensions in mm):
length 81.85 x width 50.80 x height 25.45
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G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N

SINGING BIRD

The bird’s extreme complications require state-of-the-ar t precision,
both during the fabrication and assembly phases.
Our Singing Bird alone requires no less than 101 components,
intricately assembled and contained within a casing the size of a
sugar cube.
The graceful movements of the Singing Bird are activated by a set
of 4 cams which coordinates the whole choreography with the
greatest precision.
The moment the mechanism is triggered, the bird choreographs an
elaborate set of independent movements.
The three cams situated in the upper par t of the mechanism
harmoniously initiates the beak and tail, the wings, the head’s
movements and the bird’s rotation, as it spins around in perfect
synchronicity with its song, the performance of which is mesmerising.
Once its serenade is completed, the avian performer disappears as
gracefully as it appeared.
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G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N

THE BELLOWS AND WHISTLE

The air cam has a binary function, “open” or “close”, when
open it activates a valve in the bellows and wind the Movement.
Simultaneously, the song cam activates the piston, which quickly
slides to the correct position to ensure the right musical note of
striking harmony is created.
The cylinder’s length and circumference is designed with absolute
precision, enabling the piston to obtain the full range of an octave.
For the delight of music lovers, our Singing Bird performs four
different melodies – birdsongs and Mozar t’s 40th Symphony,
demonstrating the bird’s mastery of the 12 semitones.

The melodious and sonorous vibrations circulate through a piston, its
cylinder’s length and circumference designed with absolute precision,
in order to obtain the full range of an octave. Whether for a bird song
or the adaptation of a piece of music, our designers work hard at
defining each individual note before anything else.
The musical note is fixed based on a frequency scale, the value of which
is defined by a mathematical formula, which is in turn transposed and
recalculated in order to define the contour and precise radius of the
gear tooth machined on to the cam. Once again, our designers have
accomplished a true feat, by creating the mechanic performance of a
music score. Each melody is constructed on an air cam for the notes
length and the song cam for the notes pitch.

The bellows are one of the movement’s centrepieces; its importance
cannot be understated. Made up of 98 components, its activation
depends on the alternating movement of the mechanism’s intermediary
mobile plate, which allows the bellows to fill with air.
Once the bellows are full, the air is then released through a valve
regulated by the four air cams. The air movement is increased by
passing it through a fine cylinder, the fipple plug and finally passes
over the whistle’s vent. A sound wave forms and resonates according
to the frequency determined by the four song cams, creating a pitch
perfect note of striking harmony.
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G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N

THE MECHANISM AND ITS FUSEE-BARREL

The Masterpieces, which as such are beautiful objects, really reveal
their detail once you view them from below.
Our Singing Bird automaton mechanism is faithfully inspired from the
architecture and techniques designed by the Rochat brothers at the
beginning of the 19th Century.
In order to function, the Singing Bird automaton mechanism sets a
subtle ensemble of wheels, cams and levers in motion. Fitted in the
heart of the barrel, a powerful balance spring plays the crucial role
of providing energy for the entire movement. The spring’s power is
such that it can complete four cycles before having to be wound again.
The mechanism, called the fusee-barrel, permits the functioning of
the whole set of complications as well as the clever regulation of the
movement speed. The way it is designed makes it possible for the
choreography to run in perfect unison with the melody.

At the core of the movement, an essential part is the endless screw,
whose design must be of the utmost precision. One of the most
difficult components to manufacture, it transmits energy to the other
modules and guarantees a perfectly constant force.
The barrel itself is connected to the fusee by a fine micro chain. This
chain is made up of 404 links, connected one by one, by hand, with
precision and meticulousness. It is crucial and fundamental for the
chain to be flexible and resistant, in order for the whole mechanism
to work. The barrel must be able to withstand tension up to a twenty
kilogramme breaking load.
Once the song is over, the bird disappears as gracefully as it appeared
as if by magic the lid delicately closes.
Our innovative exposure mechanism allow admiration of the bird
when not performing.

When the cycle is completed, a lever stops the wheel and releases a
trigger-piece which brings the mechanism back to its initial position,
ready for the next cycle of movement and song.
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G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N

100% DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN SWITZERLAND

The whole value of an ar ticle stamped with the prestigious
Frères Rochat hallmark comes from the set of functions in
its movement, the detail of the choreography, the quality of
its components and f inishing, its rarity and the nobility of the
materials used to create it.
At Frères Rochat, ever y Masterpiece is unique. Exclusive pieces
can be customised as the client desires, creating a unique
handcraf ted and cer tif ied item, the result of our ar tisans
invaluable patience and savoir-faire. 100% of our components
are designed, manufactured and assembled in Switzerland.
Each component is f inished and assembled with the utmost
care. Be it the chamfering, the circular graining, the stroking
or other sur face treatments, our ornaments require all the
creativity and meticulousness of our Master Watchmakers. The
ar t of horology thus reaches an incomparable status. Unique
and timeless.
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THE HALLMARK: A GUARANTEE OF UNIQUE SAVOIR-FAIRE

The famous certifying hallmark. A seal guaranteeing the authenticity,
the reliability and the unequalled skill of Frères Rochat.

G R A N D CO M PL I C AT I O N
20 COMPLICATIONS, 1227 COMPONENTS, 14 CAMS, 74 JEWELS AND 4 MELODIES

GRAND COMPLICATION M OVEMENT
THE MOST SOPHISTICATED AND M
 INIATURISED
4 COMPLICATIONS • 1028 COMPONENTS

BIRD
MOVING AS IF IT WERE REAL



soft opening/closing of the lid (1 cam)
power reserve indicator
fusee-barrel connected by a micro chain of 404 links
miniaturisation (in mm) 52.90 (without bellows) x 50.80 x 25.45

BELLOWS
ONE OF THE MOVEMENT’S CENTREPIECES

8 COMPLICATIONS • 101 COMPONENTS

3 COMPLICATIONS • 98 COMPONENTS

independant bird motions (3 cams):
body and wings
head
beak and tail.
no seamed screws
exhibition functionality of the bird (1 cam)
secret nest cover
velocity of wings fluttering: up to three
per second
miniaturisation (in mm) 25.21 x 9.25 x 17.84

gut skin of 0.07 mm
air reserve
miniaturisation (in mm) 28.95 x 45.00 x 10.50

MELODIES
BIRD SONGS AND/OR TUNES
5 COMPLICATION S

4 different melodies (8 cams)
no interruption between one melody to the next following one
12 semitones (1 octave)
4 cycles
adjustable whistle enabling a perfect mastery of the musical notes
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UNIQUES PIECES

CO N T EM PL AT I O N D U C ER I S I ER I M PÉR I A L

THE SPLENDOUR OF THE CHERRY BLOSSOM PROVIDED THE
COMPANY’S INSPIRATION FOR THIS UNIQUE MODEL

In China, the symbolic significance of the cherry blossom is associated
with feminine beauty. It is the allegory of power and strength, and is
also the emblem of love and passion, providing the perfect reasons to
take inspiration from this plant’s delicate nature and its strong symbolic
significance in China and throughout the world.
THE SHAPE ON THE CASE

The case in the style of Chinese treasures resembling an ingot, which,
in Chinese culture, is a perfect container in which to preserve the most
precious treasures. The hope of good fortune does not necessarily
reflect a desire for personal wealth, but rather an aspiration for success
and prosperity extended to one’s whole family. The exact form of
these cases varied according to the era and region, offering a very
large choice of sizes, qualities, weights, patterns and inscriptions. Ingots
shaped in the form, of a boat, a pancake, a horse-shoe, a drum or even
a tea flower were quite popular.

FRÈRES ROCHAT – A CELEBRATION OF THE FEMININE

Burins, gravers, burnishers and other small pointed blades with wooden
handles: the engraver’s tools bear witness to the secular roots of the
oldest form of decorative art used to embellish the most beautiful of
exceptional articles in existence. In the adroit hands of an expert, they
transform the bird’s case into a work of art, each trait patiently sculpted
and animated by the play of the light. Between copperplate, bas-relief
or embossing, the surfaces patiently accumulate each detail of the
design, offering the goldsmith exceptional areas of expression.
The outline of the case is an arrangement of surfaces and edges
particularly taut and full of life reflecting an exceptional light. These
character lines provide the structure for the whole object, beautifully
modern, acting as the support for the bird. The shapes are carefully
designed, generating spaces with great expressive freedom and
beautiful areas, in which to demonstrate various levels of craftsmanship,
and all quite exceptional.
The branch of the plant is created in white gold, continually extending,
bringing all the natural delicacy of the plant and the energy of a branch
in full bloom. The branch, engraved, studded and polished, develops
into an integral element of the structure of the case, in a modern way,
issuing forth from the gold and pursuing its path, all the while preserving
the case’s extended lines.
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CO N T EM PL AT I O N D U C ER I S I ER I M PÉR I A L

THE ENGRAVING

The carving work on the case’s surfaces evokes both a high brilliance
and the contrast with the gently polished finish of the branches. The
flowers, finely engraved in white gold appear as if they have dropped
on the case, like fresh flowers blown by the wind and merging with
the curves in the gold. Their lightness is superbly executed, the cuplike
shape of the petals, realised in the fine material, produces an animated
area, which is full of life.
The extremely fine engraving brings these precious flowers to life,
evoking the superb cherry tree branch gently blooming. The very
delicate extremities of the flowers are a work of ultimate artistry, with
the final objective of ensuring the most beautiful reflection of light and
lending an almost magic brilliance to the gold. A balance between the
modernity of the branches, the voluptuousness of the flowers and
the finesse of the buds ready to burst forth, combines with the case’s
surfaces to celebrate a truly feminine creation.
THE ART OF SETTING

The art of setting, in its purest possible form, is eminently displayed
on the “Contemplation du Cerisier Impérial” case. The baguette
diamonds, of an exceptional purity, appear in their full splendour in the
area with the design in the shape of an elongated eye, with each end
tapering to a sharp point.
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The diamonds cut specifically to fit into this profile, on each side of the
case, are inclined to give the object perfect brilliance.
The setting brings the engraved flowers to life in the most beautiful way
possible: these are set with hundreds of diamonds of an exceptional
quality, surrounded by a grain setting, where the setter works the
tiny details in gold relief to form the stones’ settings. Grain setting is
the peak of the jeweller’s art and can only be entrusted to the most
skilful craftsmen.
Certain diamonds, larger than the others, are included to give body
and create an exceptional relief for the petals, by highlighting more
than ever the intricacies of the uniqueness of each one of the flowers.
So, if setting is a science of precision, it is also an art. The art of giving
life to the most precious and unique objects, because luxury jewellery
consists in transcending creations by harnessing the imagination and
poetry of the artist’s crafts.
THE HAND PAINTING

Some of the engraved flowers are hand-painted, using the most
dexterous techniques. The resulting nuances reflect those of the real
flower, tinted with white, mother-of-pearl and pink. Each stamen in the
warm grey tones stretches out over the petals, arching delicately and
creating relief.

CO N T EM PL AT I O N D U C ER I S I ER I M PÉR I A L

THE BIRD

The bird and its nest are also hand-engraved. The bird, exceptionally
small, in gold and titanium, is finely sculpted to display its silky plumage
and its down. The nest, like fine lacework, further enhances the
natural setting of the cherry blossom, creating a network of curves
and forming the link between the object’s exceptional technology and
its sheer beauty.

A diamond caress, an effect of the light, the substantial interplay of
lines and curved beams of light all go towards animating this poetic
complication. This unique object builds a new story around a strong
character, alive and subtle, with a bird that comes into its own in
this precious space. Setters, engravers, watchmakers, stonecutters,
jewellers and a company such as Frères Rochat bring stories to life and
know-how to stir the hearts of those who, with that specially receptive
sensitivity, gaze upon this creation.

Beyond watchmaking and the mechanical, Frères Rochat has
created a model as luxurious as it is experiential and unique
The Singing Bird is by its very nature a sensual, poetic creature, because
it tells a story. It is synonymous with pure luxury, expressing a rare and
breathtaking poetry, housed in an exceptional jeweller’s setting. Each
element tempts you to dream, admire, imagine and possess.
The combination of technologies culminates is pure poetry, as the
vegetation comes to embody the cadence of the various artistic
crafts, all executed to the highest level of excellence. Extremely
fine miniature painting, stunningly light engraving, an infinitely poetic
jewellery setting and modernity in the shape of the overall ensemble,
this article constitutes a work of art, and each of its contributing crafts
enjoys full expression.
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CO N T EM PL AT I O N D U C ER I S I ER I M PÉR I A L
MOVEMENT

FR2903, 20 complications, 1227 components, 14 cams, 74 jewels,
power reserve of 4 cycles
MELODY

2 bird songs (wren and wood warbler)
and an extract from Mozart’s Symphony No. 40
CASE

18ct white gold, hand-engraved, with hand painted cold enamel
GEM-SETTING

Case set with 40 baguette cut IF VVS white diamonds
(17 carats)
and flowers set with 686 VVS white diamonds
(7.78 carats)
BIRD

18ct gold body and head finely hand-engraved
Wings, beak and tail in titanium finely hand-engraved
Eyes with white diamonds
NEST

18ct gold with hand-engraved floral motif
LID

18ct gold with hand-engraved and gem-set decoration
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O N E T H O U SA N D A N D O N E D I A M O N DS

THE FRÈRES ROCHAT “1001 DIAMONDS” SINGING BIRD:
A PLEDGE OF ETERNAL LOVE

The inexpressible emotion of its melody and the wonder produced
by this unique work of horological ar t are utterly absorbing.

The exceptional “1001 Diamonds” Singing Bird is a real delight.
Inspired by the wonderful stories in One Thousand and One Nights,
it celebrates the love, which by dint of patience and ingenuity
conquers hear ts.

Like the Sultan Shahryar, beguiled by the tales of the delightful
Scheherazade, you find yourself wishing that the birdsong will
never end.

The precious case comes in the shape of a solid gold box with full,
gentle curves impar ting a mysterious enchantment.
The powerful magnetism emanating from its gleaming surface
draws you closer. Its extremely sensual rounded edges instantly
enrapture the hand that dares stroke them.

Among Frères Rochat unique Masterpieces, the “1001 Diamonds”
Singing Bird is cer tainly the most romantic. Crafted in an enduring
metal and adorned with precious stones of legendary hardness, it
symbolises the promise of an eternal love that is reborn each day
in unmatched brilliance.

The “1001 Diamonds” Singing Bird is not easily tamed. Rare and
precious, it hides at the bottom of its nest concealed beneath a
gold cover, gemset with a sophistication that pays tribute to the
splendour of Eastern cour ts. Like the noonday sun, it shines with
the magnificent sparkle of hundreds of round diamonds, enhanced
by 80 baguette diamonds for as many dazzling rays.
If you manage to capture the hear t, an incredible thing happens:
the bird appears on the top of its case and twirls gracefully while it
sings. A magical moment.
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O N E T H O U SA N D A N D O N E D I A M O N DS

THE CASE

The unique “1001 Diamonds” Singing Bird attests to jewellers immense
talents. The mirror finish of the case in solid 18-carat gold is all the
more extraordinary for being polished on a surface of hills and hollows,
when the difficulty of this operation normally confines it to flat surfaces.
THE ART OF SETTING

The lid, also in 18-carat gold, is enhanced by a magnificent setting
of stones worthy of the greatest jewellers: almost a thousand round
diamonds in claw settings enhanced by 80 invisibly set baguette
diamonds, amounting to a total of 8 carats.
THE NEST

The nest, fashioned in gold, is cleverly openworked and patiently
engraved by hand in a “Fleurisanne” motif.

THE BIRD

The bicolour bird, which is perfectly smooth to the touch, combines
the refinement of white gold with the low weight of titanium with eyes
of round black spinels.
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O N E T H O U SA N D A N D O N E D I A M O N DS
MOVEMENT

FR2903, 20 complications, 1227 components, 14 cams, 74 jewels,
power reserve of 4 cycles
MELODY

2 bird songs (wren and wood warbler)
and an extract from Mozart’s Symphony No. 40
CASE

18ct rose gold
GEM-SETTING

Case set with 80 baguette cut IF VVS white diamonds
(5.6 carats)
BIRD

18ct gold body and head
Wings, beak and tail in titanium
Eyes with black spinel stones
NEST

18ct gold with hand-engraved “Fleurisanne“ motif
LID

18ct gold set with 968 VVS white diamonds
(2.42 carats)
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A RC H E N O I R E

THE FRÈRES ROCHAT “ARCHE NOIRE” SINGING
CELEBRATES ISLAMIC ART AND ARCHITECTURE

BIRD

The Singing Bird “Arche Noire” pays tribute to the Islamic Ar ts,
which excelled in glass and metalwork throughout the 19th Century.
In the Islamic tradition, mathematics inspired the profile of the
case: a rectangular piece of glass, the four sides of which represent
power, permanence, achievement and justice. The case gives off an
impression of strength and majesty, softened by curved and bevelled
edges as well as by the rounded angles that recall Arabesques.
The base of the case is solid gold, an unchanging metal symbolising
a promise or eternal commitment. As the Singing Bird is so rare
and precious, the “Arche Noire” hides at the bottom of its nest
concealed beneath a gold cover, gemset with a sophistication
that pays tribute to the splendour of Eastern cour ts: like the
noonday sun, it shines with the magnif icent sparkle of hundreds
of round diamonds.

At the four cardinal points, six Persian arches join their points to
replace the traditional columns. Made of gold and delicately set
with black spinel baguettes, they impar t a subtle gleam to the
whole work and create four mysterious niches within which shines
a sunburst of round spinels.
The goldsmith’s work is of exquisite refinement, enhanced by the
four finely engraved and gemset domes hiding the screws that hold
the piece together.
The “Arche Noire” is a Masterpiece that confirms once and for all
that only the most talented craftsmen and ar tisans are invited to
serve a Prince.

You sense that at the hear t of this unique work of horological ar t
hides an incredibly complicated mechanism that reveals its extreme
beauty through glass cover.
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A RC H E N O I R E
MOVEMENT

FR2903, 20 complications, 1227 components, 14 cams, 74 jewels,
power reserve of 4 cycles
MELODY

2 bird songs (wren and wood warbler)
and an extract from Mozart’s Symphony No. 40
CASE

18ct rose gold
GEM-SETTING

Pillars set with 288 baguette cut
and 728 round black spinel stones (42 carats)
BIRD

18ct gold body and head
Wings, beak and tail in titanium
Eyes with white diamonds
NEST

18ct gold with hand-engraved “Fleurisanne“ motif
LID

18ct gold set with 981 VVS white diamonds
(2.45 carats)
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SAQ R

« SAQR », MESSENGER OF THE GODS

The “Saqr” Singing Bird by Frères Rochat pays tribute to Babylon,
the illustrious capital of one of the greatest civilisations of the
Ancient World. The name of this exceptional unique piece evokes
the powerful Monarchs of the era, who were past masters at the
ar t of falconry.
Reputed for its majestic flight and lightning attacks, the Saqr Falcon is
a fearsome predator. The Saqr’s extraordinary eyesight gave it almost
divine status and it was believed to be a messenger of the Gods.
The Frères Rochat “Saqr” Falcon represents a powerful and
conquering dynasty, benefactor of a city that it watches over with a
benevolent and protective eye.

The sky where the Saqr Falcon reigns is symbolised by a magnificent
sheet of glass, while the Ear th is represented by the base in solid
18-carat gold of exceptional depth.
At the hear t of this unique work of horological ar t, bounded by
four fine and translucent plates that reveal its uncommon beauty,
the highly complicated bicolour movement seems as weightless as
the fabled Hanging Gardens of Babylon, one of the Seven Wonders
of the World.
Four solid pillars in 18-carat gold, magnificently set with 288
baguette cut diamonds of exceptional clarity, suppor t the entire
structure. Their extremely complex spiral recalls that attributed
to the Tower of Babel, which can be identified on most ar tistic
depictions of this legendary edifice.

The Saqr Singing Bird case is inspired by the shape of the ancient
ziggurats, iconic religious buildings of Mesopotamian architecture,
the most famous of which is that of Babylon.
Dedicated to the powerful God Marduk, protector of the city, it
inspired the story of the Tower of Babel and its name, Etemenanki,
means “temple of the foundation of heaven and Ear th”.
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SAQ R
MOVEMENT

FR2903, 20 complications, 1227 components, 14 cams, 74 jewels,
power reserve of 4 cycles
MELODY

2 bird songs (wren and wood warbler)
and an extract from Mozart’s Symphony No. 40
CASE

18ct rose gold
GEM-SETTING

Pillars set with 288 baguette cut IF VVS white diamonds
(22 carats)
BIRD

18ct gold body and head
Wings, beak and tail in titanium
Eyes with white diamonds
NEST

18ct gold with hand-engraved “Fleurisanne“ motif
LID

18ct gold with hand painted cold enamel illustration
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U N I Q U E PI EC E S

Frères Rochat Masterpieces: the 21st Century’s most precious
and exclusive object of horological art
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ART AND CR AFT

79

A RT A N D C R A F T

MÉTIERS D’ART

Frères Rochat is constantly exploring new fields of expression. Love of
beauty and perfection. Rigour, precision, patience and tenacity, these
are the qualities and key attributes associated with the exceptional
artisans: guillocheurs, enamellers, gem-setters, engravers that Frères
Rochat utilises to produce exceptional pieces. These skills and the
age-old knowledge used are being kept alive by a limited number of
artisanal organisations.
Special men and women produce Masterpieces of aesthetics,
spending hours perfecting their works of art. Frères Rochat demands
unsurpassable quality for each of its pieces, to ensure delivery of superb
decorations, the finest regalia with the perfect finishing.

The dimensions of our Masterpieces allow endless creativity and where
the artisans, with selected or a combination of various techniques, bring
exceptional drawings to life. Using a considerable variety of styles and
elements of craftsmanship, Frères Rochat shows quality standards and
perfection unsurpassed worldwide.
These creations celebrate an artistic vision of object of art and convey
stories inspired by arts and cultures from around the world.
Frères Rochat combines unparalleled craftsmanship, technical prowess
and innovation in all its creations.

Frères Rochat offers its most demanding customers unique works of
art built with precious metals, decorated with lavish ornamentation,
with enamelling, hand painted enamel, hand-engraving and precious
stone-setting.
Above and beyond the technical prowess they enshrine, Frères Rochat
sort the preeminent Master Craftsmen to create emotional and
exceptional engraved, painted and enamelled unique pieces.
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ACQUIRE A SINGING BIRD
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Acquir ing one of the ver y r are Frères Rochat pieces of ar t opens up the
selec t circle of the mos t demanding Collec tor s around the wor ld, all of
whom are enamoured with ar t, beauty, cr af tsmanship and the highes t
Haute Hor loger ie Gr and Complications
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B R A N D A M B A SSA DO R S

BRAND AMBASSADORS

Our philosophy of perfection aims to provide enchanting Singing Birds
of the most outstanding quality. To assist our esteemed clientele in
acquiring a Frères Rochat Masterpiece, we have established a network
of brand ambassadors selected according to our rigorous standards,
tasked with facilitating your desires.
These pieces of art of such mechanical complexity, aesthetic
refinement and technical perfection are directed at lovers of beauty,
art and connoisseurs of the purest Swiss watchmaking tradition.
Therefore, our Masterpieces have to be presented, with the utmost
care, experience and passion.
Our brand ambassadors are at your entire disposal for any request.
We invite you to visit our website www.freres-rochat.com, under
the section “Point of Sales”, to find your nearest brand ambassador.
Alternatively, we would also be delighted to answer any of your
questions at:
Frères Rochat SA
Route du Campe 15
1348 Le Brassus
Switzerland
T : +41 21 845 60 13
E : singingbird@freres-rochat.com
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C ERT I F I C AT I O N A N D G UA R A N T EE

CERTIFICATION AND GUARANTEE

Each Movement is assembled by our Master Craftsmen with
the utmost care to guarantee the perfect performance of your
enchanting Singing Bird.
Every unique Masterpiece is thoroughly tested and delivered with
an Owners Booklet attesting that it will continue to function
accurately and comply with the high quality standards demanded
by Frères Rochat SA, Switzerland.
An international guarantee, valid for 24 (twenty four) months from
the date of delivery, covers the Singing Bird for all manufacturing
and functionalities defects during normal use.
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ACC E SSO R I E S

ACCESSORIES

Each unique Masterpiece is delivered in an ebony and glass display
case allowing the purchaser to showcase and admire his enchanting
Singing Bird.
The display case is provided with a display tray to exhibit your unique
Masterpiece. Moreover, a travel case entirely leather trimmed allows
you to transport your enchanting Singing Bird carefree.
Finally, to manipulate and admire your unique Masterpiece, a set of
accessories including microfiber gloves, a microfiber cleaning cloth
and a magnifying glass are also provided.
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R E S TO R AT I O N

RESTORATION OF GENUINE AND ANTIQUE PIECES

The knowledge and skills of Frères Rochat are available to
connoisseurs and Collectors, without distinction between historical
and present pieces, whose collection might require our attention.
Every complication deserves all the attention and necessary for the
satisfaction of their owners.
In our workshops in Le Brassus, in the Vallée de Joux, we have
established a restoration service, which is at your disposal for any
request. Our Master Watchmaker is not only an expert in our current
Grand Complication Movements but also in restoring antique
watches, special automata and Singing Bird Masterpieces. He has
gained exceptional knowledge restoring unique and fantastic pieces,
in particular with the restoration service of the Musée International
de l’Horlogerie based in La Chaux-de-Fonds – Switzerland. All
treasures that are part of the watchmaking heritage, are also part of
his craftsmanship and expertise.
Determining and evaluating the mechanisms and movements within
a piece and successfully restoring them to their former glory is a
fascinating task. After hours and hours of labour, the very old pieces
will soon find a new life in the craftsman’s hands. Know-how passed
down through several generations guarantees the quality and the
efficiency of our restoration. The work is made on the pieces one
by one. If a part is broken, we can recreate it on the basis of the

original component. If a part is missing, we have to look for clues.
A tiny hole, a screw, a case shape or a specific mark can lead us to
the right direction. Often it is also necessary to have the qualities of
a detective, a technician and a historian. But it is also necessary to
possess specialist tool as well as a stock of antique components and
raw materials.
Even before getting underway with the object to be restored, it is
essential to analyse the problems, assess the work to be done and
it may take several days perusing ancient tomes or antique pieces to
determine the likely age and methods used within the objet d’art.
The methodology must remain unchanged to ensure as many of
the original parts as possible are retained to maintain the soul of
the original objects. For each restoration, a comprehensive file is
compiled including a technical description, pictures and a detailed
report of the work carried out.
Our passion is to perpetuate timeless emotions through these
unique mechanical wonders.
Frères Rochat SA
Route du Campe 15
1348 Le Brassus
Switzerland
T : +41 21 845 60 13
E : restoration@freres-rochat.com
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